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Announcements & Key Concepts (re Today)

Ø Angular version of Newton's 2nd Law

Some relevant underlying concepts of the day…

à Midterm exams: Grades posted on Moodle and exams to be handed back...

Ø Angular momentum

à Written HW #2: Posted and due Friday 11/15 in class

Ø Conservation of angular momentum

Ø Extensions beyond classical physics à MRI



Resnick & Halliday

Comparison summary

à Now we come to that last bit: Angular momentum



Resnick & Halliday

Rotational Dynamics

Torque = "Force analog"
Now what if all the torques don't add up to zero?

Think along the lines of 
rotational analog of 
Newton's 2nd



Rotational Dynamics

à All the bits and pieces we have developed 
thus far will come into play (e.g., conservation 
of momentum, moments of inertia, etc...)

Reminder:

Linear momentum

Connection to Newton's 2nd

Angular momentum
(defined as)

"Rotational Newton's 2nd " Angular momentum is 
conserved when all 
torques add up to zero 



Resnick & Halliday

Let us derive 
this relationship

Rotational Dynamics

Definition of torque

Now we differentiate 
(definition of angular 
momentum re time)

Chain rule applies! Now dr/dt is just the inst. 
velocity v

The velocity v is in the same 
direction as the momentum mv 
(thus the cross product is zero)



Resnick & Halliday

Let us derive 
this relationship

Rotational Dynamics

(or in English)
The time rate of change of angular momentum of a 
particle is equal to the torque acting on it 

Scalar
equivalents...
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A familiar (non-rotational) example...

Note: This is not a rotational problem per 
se, but that doesn't mean we can not treat 
it using our tools thus far developed...



Resnick & Halliday

A familiar (non-rotational) example...

Here:

Torque goes into 
the page

Note that torque is simply the product of 
mg and the "moment arm" (b)

Torque:

Angular momentum:

Here:

Ang. momentum also goes into the 
page, but magnitude increases w/ time

As expected!

Note that if we drop the b terms 
on both sides...

... which just leads back
to Newton's 2nd
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A familiar (non-rotational) example...



Conservation of Angular Momentum Assumption: We are talking 
about an inertial reference frame

Time rate of change of total angular momentum of a system 
of particles about a fixed point is equal to the sum of 
external torques acting on it

Resnick & Halliday
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Conservation of Angular Momentum

Consider a "rigid body" rotating about a fixed axis. Then: 

Conservation of angular momentum then implies:



Ex. (re conservation of angular momentum)



Kesten & Tauck

Conservation of Angular Momentum



Conservation of Angular Momentum



Conservation of Angular Momentum
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à There is a bit more here though...

Conservation of Angular Momentum
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By "tucking in", there is less mass 
further away re the CM, so therefore I
gets smaller

Note parabolic trajectory 
of the center-of-mass (CM)

As a result, w goes up (and back down 
as he "extends out" later on)

However, kinetic energy is not constant. 
Even though the moment of inertia 
decreases...

... it follows that the kinetic 
energy increases!

à So while momentum is conserved here (i.e., no external torques), the "system" increases 
in energy by virtue of the diver doing work to extend/pull in body parts to change I

Conservation of Angular Momentum
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Spinning Top



Franklin et al.

Spinning top that is precessing à Top does not fall over because of its momentum

à Note directional 
conventions (i.e., 
longitudinal vs transverse)

Spinning Top



http://www.ualberta.ca/~dumberry/nutation.jpg

Earth’s motion – Three different rotational axes:
1. Around sun
2. About central axis
3. Nutation of axis

Motions of spinning things...
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Spinning Top

We could use the pieces we now have in our 
toolbox to derive the precession frequency

à Now why mention this here in PHYS 1420?



Wikipedia



Wikipedia





http://brainimaging.waisman.wisc.edu/facilities
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Universality of conservation of angular momentum

à Very deep idea here that connects back to the start of the course...

§ What does “physics” even mean?

(from wikipedia)
“Physics (from Ancient Greek: φυσική (ἐπιστήμη) phusikḗ
(epistḗmē) ’knowledge of nature’, from φύσις phúsis "nature)….

… is the natural science that involves the study of matter and its motion and 
behavior through space and time, along with related concepts such as 
energy and force. One of the most fundamental scientific disciplines, the 
main goal of physics is to understand how the universe behaves.”



NMR/MRI Overview

www.orthopaedics.com

Ø What are the basic ingredients for NMR/MRI?

§ static field

§ particles (e.g., protons as 
spinning tops)

§ coil to perturb particles from 
static field and measure resulting 
dynamics (via �pulse sequences�
of RF photons*)

§ Fourier transforms

* RF – Radio Frequency



à Let�s start with some basics and build up from there......

Ø What is magnetism? phenomena associated with movement of 
charged particles

Ø How/why are biological molecules 
affected by magnetic fields?

sub-atomic particles have charge and 
intrinsic angular momentum (i.e., they 
act as current loops)

Ø What are the �units� of magnetism? 
§ B – magnetic filed strength (or flux density)
§ [B] = Tesla
§ 1 T = 104 Gauss
§ 1 Gauss = 10-4 kg/C s
§ Earth�s magnetic field = ~ 0.5 Gauss = 5x10-5 T 

Ø What causes Earth�s magnetic field? currents in Earth�s (iron) core; 
crucially important in protecting us 
from charged particles incident from 
space

Note: This will be 
covered in much more 
detail in W20 term

NMR/MRI Overview



Ontario Science Centre



Franklin et al.

Ø What materials are magnetic?

Essentially a quantum effect: how do electrons 
(with their spin) respond to the external field?

Ø Is biological tissue �magnetic�?

Yes, but chiefly due to the protons in the nucleus of 
H atoms making up water molecules (hence the 
�nuclear� part of NMR)

Ø So why not NMRI?

People generally don�t like the word 
�nuclear� (i.e., negative connotation)

NMR/MRI Overview



Franklin et al.

Ø What is the difference between NMR and MRI?

NMR is the physical phenomena that forms the basis of MRI

Ø How does NMR form an (MRI) image?

à In a nutshell, the static field aligns sub-atomic 
particles in the nucleus, which are then stimulated 
(and subsequently reemit) EM radiation in a 
spatially-dependent fashion
(the details of this process being our future focus)

NMR/MRI Overview



Franklin et al.

Quantum considerations:

• Angular momentum values 
are quantized (due to possible 
energy states)

• Only consider hydrogen 
nucleus (i.e., single proton)

• Can only be in one of two 
states: �spin up� or �spin 
down�

à Nuclear angular 
momentum quantized as 
quantum number I 

NMR/MRI Overview



Wikipedia (spin echo)

Spin Echo Pulse



Franklin et al.

Ø What is the difference between T1 and T2 imaging?

Protons are excited by RF pulse and relax back towards an equilibrium 
(thereby re-emitting RF photons) in two ways: longitudinal (along static 
field; T1) and transverse (perpendicular to static field; T2) 

Differences are due to how protons lose energy: T1 due to proton�s 
surrounding environment (spin-lattice) and T2 due interactions 
amongst protons (spin-spin)

NMR/MRI Overview



Franklin et al.

NMR/MRI Overview



Franklin et al.

Ø How is MRI used for 
medical imaging?

Wide variety of different imaging 
modalities allow for radiologists to 
image tissue both in terms of 
structure (e.g., tumor 
present?anomaly in shape?) and/or 
physiology (e.g., high region of 
blood uptake?)    

NMR/MRI Overview



Ø What is fMRI? The �f� stands for functional and allows for dynamics to 
be observed (via the BOLD signal, or Blood Oxygenation 
Level Dependence); very popular technique in the field of 
�neuroimaging�

NMR/MRI Overview
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Universality of conservation of angular momentum

Further reading:
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Universality of conservation of angular momentum

Further reading:
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Universality of conservation of angular momentum

Further reading:



NMR/MRI Overview

�How would you explain NMR to someone without a 
scientific background?�

�First, NMR allows you to determine the structure and 
connectivity of molecules or even to image the human 
body. NMR works by probing the responses of atomic 
nuclei in a magnetic field. These nuclei act like spies who 
give you coded messages that you record with electronic 
equipment. Once you�ve recorded these messages, you 
can try to analyze and understand them.�

�The nuclei have a magnetic moment, which means they 
react to an applied magnetic field. When you apply an 
external magnetic field the nuclei start to precess, or 
change the orientation of their rotational axis, with a 
frequency that is proportional to the field strength.�



NMR/MRI Overview

�If you measure the precessional frequency you can determine the local magnetic field, 
which differs from the applied magnetic field because of shielding from the electrons that 
surround the nuclei. The difference between the two fields provides important information 
about the chemical environment around the nuclei within the molecule — whether it is 
electron-rich or -poor.�

�NMR can also tell us about the structure of a molecule: how the 
nuclei are spatially arranged. This is because the magnetic 
moments of nearby nuclei perturb the local magnetic field of the 
nucleus under study, introducing fine structure or splitting of the 
observed resonance. The precise nature of this splitting — whether 
it is split into two, three, four or a more complex pattern — tells us 
how many nuclei surround the one of interest. And the spacing of 
the lines in the pattern allows us to determine the distance between 
the nuclei. You can obtain a complete picture of the structure of a 
molecule.�



Hoppe


